
 

FlashVote helps you make a difference in your community

Survey Results: Vaccination

 Survey Info - This survey was sent on behalf of the Town of Oro Valley to the FlashVote community for Oro Valley, AZ.

These FlashVote results are shared with local officials

642
Total

Participants

621 of 922 initially invited (67%)

21 others

Margin of error: ± 4%

Applied Filter:

Locals only

Participants for

filter:

543

Started:

Apr 22, 2021 11:08am MST

Ended:

Apr 24, 2021 11:04am MST

Target Participants:

All Oro Valley

Q1 COVID vaccinations are ongoing in Oro Valley/Pima County. COVID vaccines are free, and

everyone age 16 and older is now eligible to get one. The Town of Oro Valley doesn’t

manage any vaccine operations but your input will help Pima County and the State of

Arizona, who do.

Prior to reading this, which of the following describe what you knew about COVID

vaccinations in our area? (Choose all that apply)

(523 responses by locals)

Q2 Which of the following best describes your plan to get a COVID vaccination?

(543 responses by locals)
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Options Locals (523)

I didn’t know COVID vaccinations were available for everyone age 16+ 4.0% (21)

I didn’t know COVID vaccinations were free 2.7% (14)

I knew vaccinations were available for everyone age 16+ and that they were free 93.9% (491)

I thought the Town of Oro Valley offered vaccinations 2.9% (15)

Options Locals (543)

I already got vaccinated (at least one shot) 90.1% (489)

I have an appointment but no vaccination yet 0.2% (1)

I’ve tried to make an appointment but haven’t been successful yet 0.2% (1)

I’ll get vaccinated but haven’t tried to make an appointment yet 0.6% (3)

https://www.flashvote.com/
https://www.orovalleyaz.gov/
https://www.flashvote.com/users/sign_in
https://www.flashvote.com/users/sign_up


Q3 Which of the following describe your experience making an appointment? (Choose all that

apply, if any)

(472 responses by locals)
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Options Locals (543)

I’ll probably get vaccinated at some point 0.7% (4)

I probably won’t get vaccinated 3.1% (17)

I definitely won’t get vaccinated 3.7% (20)

Not Sure 1.1% (6)

Options Locals (472)

I got my appointment through Pima County and it was easy to make 25.8% (122)

I got my appointment through Pima County but it was hard to make 14.4% (68)

I tried making an appointment through Pima County but had difficulties and gave up 11.9% (56)

I got my appointment through a drug/grocery/other store and it was easy to make 18.0% (85)

I got my appointment through a drug/grocery/other store but it was hard to make 5.9% (28)

I tried multiple attempts or providers before I found an appointment that worked 21.6% (102)

I would have signed up sooner if the vaccination location was closer or easier to get to 4.7% (22)

I would have signed up sooner if it was easier to make an appointment 8.9% (42)

I had a hard time with: 12.3% (58)



Vaccine through state site

I got mine through the state of Arizona, not the county.

this question, none of the answers apply

Got vaccine at VA, no problem

I got my appointment through Marana Health Care. No difficulties.

making my first appointment w/ State due to my age of 63. Second at CVS OV was easy

I got my appointment through Banner Hospital with no problems.

The website - I finally called and was helped over the phone and it was very easy that way.

pima county never replied; got mine @ UAZ

Banner. One phone call. Way back in early February

Extremely difficult to schedule Online appointments when system never works and no answers the phon

I had issues for weeks. Finally got my last shot two weeks ago. YEAY!!!

Getting an appointment in Pima County; went o Phoenix instead

Driving back and forth to State Farm Stadium for both shots!

Made app'ts for husband and myself. Husband's easy, mine wouldn't "take". Had to call.

TMC system had lots of response issues. I worked on it for 2-3 hours!

when you select an appointment time online it should freeze that time to give you time to type!

getting my wife an appointment and we drove to Mesa to get her first shot, late February

Pima County"s COVID Vaccine program was a total and dismal failure!

getting an appointment

getting to the end of process and just having things, places, appointments disappear
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Following completing on line registration forms and calling, never received communications back.

I went to Phoenix

Lack of Information: KOLD 13 has THE best information. I got vaccinated at PHX State Farm Stadium.

Azpods.com

The software used did not function with Apple products. After signing up, trying numerous times, w

OV giving $ to businesses with questionable Covid mitigation impact instead of promoting vaccinatio

Getting an appointment

Pima Co. sign-up, being online at least 30 HOURS before getting husband’s app’t.; 48 HOURS for mine

Long delay at UofA state site. It took me 1 1/2 hrs to get through the drive through

The website didn't store my information, couldnt refresh the page, went to Phoenix, it was great!!

i received my vaccine from the VA. It was not hard to schedule

Got my shots in Phoenix. Could not get in in Pima county.

I got my vaccination from a different organization.

Making a website appt. finally got one in Phoenix!

Online site was terrible! PCAO got me in, since I volunteer with their Victim Services.

getting my spouse an appointment due to her age of 69 at that time.

Got my vaccination thru the VA and it was easy and free.

waited for my designated group. Immune compromised should've have avail appointments FIRST.

Websites crashing due to high number of people trying to book at same time

Getting J&J vaccine

My wife and I both got our vaccinations at Cardinal Stadium because Pima County was always behind.

Appointments not available... I was told to try again in the evening...they close at 5.....duh

Pima website is terrible, we used azdhs to book our appointments in pima

TMC

Scheduling my 2nd appointment within the 4-6 week window.

computer software and requests for information that I did not have readily at hand

I volunteered at State Farm Stadium & we’re fully vaccinated

Getting appointments on numerous websites. Was prompted through a message at next door app of avai

i went state farm stadium and got phizer there. pima county was badly run as compared to maricopa

Website/ email registration was an awful experience.

Finding appointments for 55 and older. Drove to Maricopa County to get my shot. Pima County slow

My wife did it for me.

Using state and country appt sites. Ended up going through my healthcare provider

that elusive appt. We had much success snapping the qr code on KOLD taking us to the state pod at

I was in the J&J study

Q4 Which of the following are the main reasons you would get vaccinated? (You can choose up

to FOUR)

(21 responses by locals)

Options Locals (21)



to comply with va

Q5 Which of the following are the main reasons you would NOT get the vaccine? (You can

choose up to FOUR)

(39 responses by locals)
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Options Locals (21)

I want to protect my health/survival 57.1% (12)

I want to protect high-risk family members or loved ones from COVID-19 38.1% (8)

I want my life to get back to normal 38.1% (8)

I want to help our community get back to normal 52.4% (11)

I want to be able to safely visit with friends and family 38.1% (8)

I want to stop worrying about getting or spreading COVID 42.9% (9)

Other: 4.8% (1)

Options Locals (39)

I've already had COVID 15.4% (6)

Not sure the vaccine will work 15.4% (6)

Not sure about vaccine safety/side effects 64.1% (25)

Time and effort to get the appointment and vaccine 2.6% (1)

I want to see how others react to the vaccine first 17.9% (7)

I don't think COVID-19 is a real concern 12.8% (5)

I’m against all vaccines 5.1% (2)

I don’t think I’m at serious risk 28.2% (11)

Other: 28.2% (11)



I find no urgency.

Too many long term risk factors for so little protection and then need again and again.

Have medical issue that will keep me from being vaccinated

HCQ works in many other countries & use that along with D & zinc. Big pharma & Gates have done well

Too much misinformation out there.

Vaccines were rushed to production, will wait and see how this sorts out and then make a decision.

Alternative-ivermectin found safe and very effective for prophylaxis and treatment

Not FDA "approved" - emergency use authorization

My spouse has had COVID; I have autoimmune disease so unsure of vaccine side effects for me.

There are horrible side efforts still being reported, including blood clots, strokes & death

Q6 Which of the following would make you more likely to get the vaccine, or get it sooner?

(Choose all that apply)

(50 responses by locals)
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Options Locals (50)

Talking with people who have been vaccinated to make sure it's safe 6.0% (3)

Additional scientific studies and research that show it’s safe 32.0% (16)

Making it easier for me to sign up for an appointment 8.0% (4)

Providing a drop-in location instead of having to schedule an appointment 10.0% (5)

Making vaccinations available somewhere I already go or that is easier to get to 8.0% (4)

Only having to get 1 dose/shot instead of 2 14.0% (7)



It was proven to prevent Covid and no side eff

It didn't use aborted fetal tissue in development or testing.

If I were scared of getting Covid.

Undergoing chemo treatments. Advised to wait for immune system to recover

It had been created with same type of science as other vaccines not experimental with RNA, etc

When the FDA has completed its testing on the vaccine

If my family or I was at high risk of dying or being hospitalized from covid

If it weren’t so political, with celebrities pressuring people to get it.

Results of long-term study on my particular demographic to show no complications; ingredients list.

Q7 Last question... Which of the following have you used to get information about the COVID-

19 vaccine? (Choose all that apply)

(512 responses by locals)
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Options Locals (50)

If I didn’t need to provide a photo ID 4.0% (2)

None of these would make me more likely to get the vaccine 40.0% (20)

I would be more likely to get the vaccine if: 18.0% (9)

Options Locals (512)

TV or radio news 53.9% (276)

News websites or printed newspapers 55.5% (284)



science and medical journals

CDC website and rationalground.com and common sense, real data and science

CDC website

CDC

I'm a healthcare provider

Conservative emails and blogs featuring doctors with other opinions.

JAMA website (Journal of the American Medical Association)

From VA sources

Talking with work colleagues.

Pima County Health Dept is a joke.

University of Arizona. Sites my college aged kids point out. MANY ways.

Youtube,articles from scientist and doctors . CDC

Locals
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Options Locals (512)

The State of Arizona website (azdhs.gov/covid19) 46.3% (237)

Pima County website (pima.gov) 50.4% (258)

Town of Oro Valley website (orovalleyaz.gov) 6.4% (33)

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Nextdoor, Instagram, etc) 14.8% (76)

Talking to friends or family 41.6% (213)

Talking to my healthcare provider 18.2% (93)

Other: 11.9% (61)



National health organizations, CDC, NPR, John Hopkins

VA

CDC website

Veterans Administration news letter

my son who is a hospitalist medical doctor in Seattle, WA

Pima County Website and the State of Arizona website were absolutely useless.

The University of Arizona

Talking to MD friends here and in other countries, radio, internet.

Called Pima County help desk, was told our Apple products didn’t communicate with the computers whi

My employer provides daily comprehensive summaries

CDC website

OV website when I looked at it didn’t have much helpful info, haven’t checked back

Speaking w/ infectious disease researcers at U of A

Work

VA

Emails that publish CDC bulletins

On line sites such as covid now

Commentson FB under Pima County helped me get my appt in Phoenix!

Podcast news

Alternative news on Youtube and on internet searches. Deep research.

Many sources, but especially common sense.

Friends

Office that I do volunteer work with.

VA

Social media sites.

CDC website; Johns Hopkins daily emails

I am a healthcare worker and received my vaccinations in January through my work at Banner North

CDC

Flccc.net, other medical websites

CDC only

My wife

We are bombarded daily with the Covid-19 scare.. It's intimidation at it's finest.

researched on my own

Talked to friends who were retired doctoros

I work in healthcare

employer Casa de la Luz hospice

I actually found out that if I volunteered at the UA Vaccine POD I could get my vaccine before I wa

State website was the only reliable source

My employer

Registering on all websites independently

Employer



Helth Insurance / Medicare

I found Pima county most difficult to get help of all my choices

CDC

John Hopkins Health Report

Employer
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